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SHOCKING 
Because so many people have heart attacks, the high-

class casinos are now equipped with 

sophisticated defibrillators.  

They are computer controlled to 

deliver the precise level of elec-

tric shock needed to revive a heart 

attack victim. That's if you're at a 

high class casino. 

At the cheaper casinos downtown, 

they just drag you across the carpet 

and touch your finger to a doorknob. 

RUDE AWAKENING 
One day at the office, one of the workers went missing 

for a few hours.  All work stopped as 

they tore up the place looking for him.   

The boss finally found him 

curled up in a corner fast 

asleep.  Rather than wake 

him, he quietly placed a 

note on the man's 

chest... 

"As long as you're asleep," 

it read, "you have a job. 

But as soon as you wake 

up, you're fired!" 

http://www.thepasstimepaper.com/
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GOLF COMBINES TWO OF AMERICA'S GREATEST PASTIMES... TAKING LONG WALKS AND HITTING THINGS WITH A STICK 

THERE IS NO PROBLEM A GOOD MIRACLE CAN'T SOLVE 

WEIRD JOBS 
CHICKEN SEXER: checking baby chicks to determine whether 

they’re male or female 

HAIR BOILER: boiling animal hair for a living! 

VERMICULTURIST: worm farmer. 

CHEESE SPRAYER: spraying layers of cheese on popcorn! 

BLUEBERRY COUNTER: One potato, two potato, three potato? 

ODOR JUDGERS:  tester for deodorant effectiveness! 

EYE BANK PROCURER: Gathering eyes and corneas for trans-

plants and research, ya see? 

FISH LIVER SORTER: sort with buckets for livers of different 

sizes, shapes, colors and textures.  

DEODORANT TESTER: poke their noses into other people's 

armpits to test the odour-fighting powers of deodorants  

LICENSE PLATE BLOCKERS: Iranians hire men to walk behind 

their cars so that the cameras don't capture their number plates  

OSTRICH BABYSITTER: Keeping an eye on 

baby ostriches so that they don't peck each 

other’s eyes out  

TEDDY BEAR SURGEON:  Repairing injured 

or maimed Teddy Bears 

SNAKE MILKING: Snake venom, required to 

produce valuable anti-venom, needs to be ex-

tracted from snakes by milking 

http://www.mesamarket.com/


“YOUR POTENTIAL IS THE SUM OF ALL THE POSSIBILITIES GOD HAS FOR YOUR LIFE” –CHARLES STANLEY 

CHRISTIAN THOUGHTS 
QUOTES OF J.C. RYLE 

 Examine your own hearts. Do you see there any habit or 

custom which you know is wrong in the sight of God? If 

you do, don't delay for a moment in attacking it. Resolve at 

once to lay it aside. Nothing darkens the eyes of the mind 

so much, and deadens the conscience so surely—as an al-

lowed sin. It may be a little one, but it is not any less dan-

gerous!  

 Our prayers may be weak, stammering, and poor in our 

eyes. But if they come from a right heart—God understands 

them. Such prayers are His delight  

 O Christian, look up and take comfort. Jesus has prepared a 

place for you, and those who follow Him shall never perish, 

neither shall anyone pluck them out of His hands!  

 To say that we are sorry for our sins is mere hypocrisy—

unless we show that we are really sorry for them, by giving 

them up. Doing is the very life of repentance.  

 Sin will not come to you saying, "I am sin!" It would do 

little harm if it did. Sin always seems good, and 

pleasant, and desirable, at the time of commis-

sion—but sin's wages are dreadful!  

 Tomorrow is the devil's day—but today is 

God's day. Satan does not care how spiritual 

your intentions are as long as they are al-

ways scheduled to be done tomorrow.  

http://www.zaotheatre.com/
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IF YOU OWE THE BANK $100 THAT'S YOUR PROBLEM. IF YOU OWE THE BANK $100 MILLION, THAT'S THE BANK'S PROBLEM 

AS CITIZENS, WE SHOULD DEMAND THE TRUTH AND THEN ENDURE THE CONSEQUENCES  

ASK JESUS WHAT HE WANTS FROM YOU AND THEN BE BRAVE 
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A MAN HAS REACHED MIDDLE AGE WHEN HE IS CAUTIONED TO SLOW DOWN BY HIS DOCTOR INSTEAD OF BY THE POLICE 

ETHERNET, N.:  A DEVICE FOR CATCHING THE ETHER BUNNY 

SIN HAS MANY TOOLS, LYING IS THE HANDLE WHICH FITS THEM ALL 

http://www.aceofshadesaz.com/
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GREAT PRESIDENTS DON'T DO GREAT THINGS.  GREAT PRESIDENTS GET A LOT OF OTHER PEOPLE TO DO GREAT THINGS 

YOU BLOCK YOUR DREAMS WHEN YOU ALLOW YOUR FEAR TO GROW BIGGER THAN YOUR FAITH  

mailto:DenJas27@gmail.com
http://www.daystarscreens.com/


"RELYING ON GOD HAS TO START ALL OVER EVERYDAY, AS IF NOTHING HAS YET BEEN DONE"  –C. S. LEWIS 

GOD WORKS IT OUT SO THAT ALL I NEED TO BE, I AM 

http://www.bitsnbytesstore.com/
http://www.cleanyourgarage.net/


THERE IS NO ONE WHO IS INSIGNIFICANT TO GOD 

CURIOSITY KILLED THE CAT: AT LEAST THAT'S THE DOG'S STORY, AND HE'S STICKING TO IT!  

 

I WAS SEDUCED BY THE CHOCOLATE SIDE OF THE FORCE 

* "The Whole Shabang" is a brand of potato chips once sold 

only in jails and prisons. It was so popular that in 2016, due 

to demand from ex-inmates, it was finally made available to 

the general public. 

* The majority of people will tilt 

their head to the right when they kiss. 

* Sherlock Holmes creator Sir Ar-

thur Conan Doyle helped popularize 

skiing by being the first Englishman to 

document the sport. 

* In Alabama, it's against the law to drive while 

impersonating a member of the clergy. 

* For centuries, doctors thought that medicines made with 

human flesh, blood or bone could be effective in curing all 

kinds of ailments, from epilepsy to headaches. The practice 

was called "corpse medicine." 

* The original name for the search engine Google was Back-

rub. It was renamed after the googolplex, which is the num-

ber 1 followed by 100 zeros. 

* The fear of young people is known as "ephebiphobia." 

* Gatling gun salesmen went to Civil War battlefields to 

demonstrate their products in actual combat. 

* A newly sworn-in Barack Obama visited the U.K. in 2009 

and presented some rather curious gifts to the prime minister 

and queen: 25 DVDs to David Cameron, and an iPod Classic 

to the then-octogenarian Elizabeth II. Cameron returned the 

gesture with some "wellies" and Hobgoblin ale. 

* In the Solomon Islands, dolphin teeth were 

(and still are) used as a form of currency. 

* Historically, most Easter celebrants 

would have eaten lamb for the occasion, as 

the holiday has its roots in the Jewish Pass-

over. Most American Easter dinners now feature 

ham, however, because years ago, hams cured over the winter 

would have been ready to serve in early spring. 

Thought for the Day: "When writing the story of your life, 

don't let anyone else hold the pen." -- Harley Davidson 
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